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On May 5, 2020 the Infiniscope team hosted a webinar in support of the mission to enhance inquiry-driven, active learning, at scale. This webinar introduced Screencasting, a method of capturing a computer screen with voiceover as the student demonstrates their knowledge. The webinar featured four Infiniscope Advisory Board members demonstrating practical examples of free resources for screencasting that can be used in an online classroom.

145 attended the live webinar, 65 of these attendees from LA Unified School District, a partner district of the Infiniscope project, and an additional 68 views post webinar. The webinar remains openly available for educators via recording.

Positive feedback from participants indicate educators desire webinars like these. Webinars that demonstrate tools they can use today that are digital by design, encourage life-long learning, and provide students the opportunity to convey authentic science in a universally designed approach.

“That was one of the better webinars I’ve been to lately. Clear objective, good pace, the hand off between multiple presenters was fluid. (It) felt like a unified presentation, not like 5 different mini-presentations. The content was well presented and relevant. You made a case for student voice and how to facilitate that in distance learning, with a shout-out to UDL. Thank you and thanks to the team!” - Craig Sipes, STEAM Coordinator, Local District East, LAUSD